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Dr.. Sarno's groundbreaking analysis on TMS (Tension Myoneural Syndrome) reveals how
tension and other psychological elements can cause back pain-and how you can be pain free
without drugs, workout, or surgery.and start recovering from back discomfort today. Sarno's
system has helped thousands of patients find rest from chronic back conditions. Sarno reveals
how you can recognize the emotional roots of your TMS and sever the connections between
mental and physical discomfort. Sarno teaches you how to identify tension and other
psychological elements that cause back pain and demonstrates how to heal yourself--without
drugs, surgery or exercise. Find out:Why self-motivated and successful people are prone to
Stress Myoneural Syndrome (TMS)How anxiety and repressed anger result in muscles
spasmsHow people condition themselves to simply accept back pain as inevitableWith case
histories and the outcomes of in-depth mind-body analysis, Dr. In this New York Occasions
bestseller, Dr. John E..Dr.
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Medical Truth. Buy this publication, practice the techniques, and hang in there!The 5th day – I
shoveled the snow for 2 hours with no pain.On 1/23/14, I was so depressed and feeling
hopeless. Previously I would let my head spin in worry for hours and hours, considering oh
maybe this will happen, but what if that happens. I bought this publication in February with
extremely consistent, badly affecting pain everyday and am right now right down to a daily 1 or 0
in pain.. Many people are different and it had taken me 3 months to access where I am today but
the email address details are UNBELIEVABLE, pain is nearly nothing if you ask me now and in
time it will be nothing at all and chronic pain will only be a memory space.Here are some KEY
tips that helped me to heal:1. Prevent covering up your feelings. In the past, if someone said
something unpleasant towards me, I'd cover up the feeling by thinking about it, rationalizing
why they stated, what they said, the context, blah blah blah however the FEELING is what's
important. My mind would state I'm not offended but the truth is I am. Should you have a back
again problem, see a medical expert. Its wisdom contradicts the traditional and largely unhelpful
knowledge espoused by the medical establishment -- which explains why Sarno's function is
sadly much less widely known or accepted as it should be. I realized that I am/was an extremely
anxious person. For some people it requires 2 day, some one to two 14 days, or even 1 to 2 2
months, or ever much longer. John Sarno's diagnosis may be the truth, medicine is WAAY
significantly behind in understanding the bond between emotions and disease, especially
chronic discomfort. leg pain that I experienced for a lot more than 10 years! It will suck for a
while because worry is a habit and it takes time to break and that means you will end up being
stopping your thoughts A LOT but ultimately the worry decreases and dissipates. Channel that
internal rage at your ideas. I would oftentimes experience the repressed rage boiling up to the
surface as I wrote. Whenever I feel ANY pain in my body from shoulder , neck, back, legs,
WHATEVER.3. The buttock muscle groups were having constant spasm and the discomfort
travels in one side to some other. I was afraid I'd never heal, however the fact that you could get
it upgrading and down like that at all demonstrates stuff are changing. Sarno’s theory and
preserved myself so much needless suffering…During the past 10 (2004 – 2014) years, I was not
in constant pain, but each year I had at least 2 -3 episodes. Great reading Bought for my
husband.4. Journal. Reveal what makes you angry, unfortunate, scared, insecure.”I am forever
grateful to Dr Sarno. Inform them to shut up! This is just what the pain is trying to distract you
from, it really is great to feel that rage there.5. Cry, scream, defeat the hell out of something.
What a big mistake! For those who have chronic pain, you have stale emotions sitting down in
you. Lay on your bed and breathe deeply into your stomach, make a sound as you exhale, this
can help to rouse the outdated emotions, bringing them to the surface. John Sarno.6. Don't worry
approximately setbacks. I experienced so many times where the pain would go down, only to
come back with a vengeance. This will vibrationally enable you to heal. This time around I again
find myself on each web page of the book like 10 years ago. Don't waste your time. Sometime
down the road, maybe a century from today, Dr. The pain is going away in a very short period of
time. Virtually any kind of physical pain you have will become healed after reading this and
offering it time.!. John E. I must say i wish I kept onto Dr. Howard Stern once said that guy
deserves the Nobel Prize. I HIGHLY trust Howard. Sarno will be remembered among the most
influential and greatest doctors this world has ever seen This is actually the real deal. Sarno will
become remembered among the most influential and ideal doctors this world has ever seen.In
the event that you still don't believe me, shoot me a touch upon this review and maybe we can
chat via email. I can feel that my both hip and legs were stronger & most of the discomfort was
gone, but ideal buttock still has some gentle pain and tightness.We ordered several Dr. This

book has been crucial to my life and happiness! Consider charge and say NO to your worry
thoughts.!! IT CHANGED MY LIFE!! It took me about 1 week to get 100%! I actually read Dr. I
seriously want to avoid surgery and resume my older activities, and am searching for
nonsurgical solutions, but this book does not give a path.The 7th day time – I was 100% better.
(Many thanks, Judy! I want you could heal back discomfort with positive thinking. I wish that it
was this simplistic, but his advice is useless to me. Get those feelings moving.. I also found out
that for a lot of it does uses longer to be healed 100%., for 10 years!! Sarno. Feed yourself
POSITIVE ENERGY just as much as you can, have confidence in your healing, no real matter
what the discomfort is telling you. Each episode can last for about 2 a few months. Sarno
suggested. This was the most difficult aspect of this healing, though.The 4th time – I went
grocery shopping for 2 hours without the pain and with likewise tightness in the right buttock
area.The 3rd time – I read more of the book and the Amazon book reviews. My physical therapist
said that strengthening and stretching my muscle tissues will be my only solution.The 2nd day –
Read more of the book and some Amazon book reviews. debilitating discomfort, I sometimes
had to use crutches. Practice positive considering and prayer. I could remember the worst
scenario I experienced before, was that one evening I didn’t possess my crutches with me
therefore i acquired to crawl from my bedroom to bathroom at night…On 12/30/13, I had another
assault right before my husband’s eyes surgery. What’s the treatment? During this latest
episode, I went to my PT who already became my friend to receive my usual therapeutic
massage and adjusting remedies for approximately 1 month yet the discomfort still kept planing
a trip to different areas between my hips and legs and the pain just won’t go away. After three
years of chronic low back pain and neck pain, I am healing. I felt that my entire life is over
because of this never fading problem and it produced me unable to function. Out of desperation,
I suddenly thought about the book “Healing Back Discomfort” by Dr. Sarno that I go through 10
years back. I picked it up from my book shelf and examine it once again from chapter 1
cautiously. Keep practicing, hold solid, and eventually the pain starts to reduce the fight. To
greatly help myself even better, I also go through a lot of evaluations from Amazon concerning
this book; As being a reader, Steve Rankel, commented in his Amazon book review for this
reserve ”Why perform we as humans think everything must be hard? All I had a need to do was
to examine Dr. I quit on the theory, put the publication back to the book shelf and went back to
my old remedies – physical therapy, acupuncture remedies, chiropractors, pain killers, massage,
ice, etc.This time around, 10 years later, the result was amazing! Stop allowing your thoughts
torture you. Disappointed is normally a understatement and today I’m simply stuck in this
discomfort and frustration circle. I've spent tens of thousands of dollars on different kinds of
alternative health therapies and spent years of my entire life likely to regular doctors and
specialists to try to get back to where I was in lifestyle.Another very essential requirement that
we ought to know is occasionally TMS can come back again because our brains are so deeply
ingrained by the previous diagnosis and experiences. We just need to find out how to cope with
it by shifting our attention to our emotion and reading the daily reminder that Dr. My physical
therapists told me that my core muscle tissues were too weak; I am not paid by one to compose
this, I'm only a regular dude right here to attest that the information contained in this publication
will heal you in the event that you put faith into it and really stay with it. I also watched some
video online to help to understand how other people got help by Dr. Sarno’s theory. Not
everyone was cured 100% instantly. I’m now 100% cured! Just what a great relief! Especially
about my pain, immobility and my hubby and my kid’s health conditions; I’d like to share this
with you to hopefully become of any help you --The 1st day – I browse the book and felt 90%

better instantly. Sarno recommends resuming normal activity and suggests that the issue is
normally all in my head. I used to walk around with a cane due to my pain and today I'm climbing
mountains, back to work, sprinting, weight lifting, you name it.Because of the excruciating & I
can walk normally and felt more powerful than yesterday. Down the road, I felt a brief period of
pain in my groin area and I immediately shift my focus on my emotion, not my physical, and the
pain just disappeared instantly. But the tightness in the right buttock was still there. During each
assault, I had to simply accept the fact I will need to live with the pain for about 2 weeks. I did
laundry and cleaning work without any pain but with the same tightness in my right buttock. I
had difficulty to walk during the attacks, because the muscles in my hip areas had been having
spasm which produced my hip alignment crooked, one leg can be shorter than another. Read
more of the publication and viewed some video regards to Dr.” I reread and even placed on my
refrigerated the montras. You will heal. There is no help whatsoever.The 6th day time – I felt I was
95% better. I could still sensed the tightness in my right hip region though. I went to my PT that
day for the last period because the insurance provider needed an evaluation record completed
by my PT. But it will probably be worth it. stretching that I likely to do yet I my PT checked on me
and stated that my hip alignment was ideal. Look, it is a difficult pill to swallow and when I
inform people about this reserve that saved my life, they usually get angry with me as though I
don't believe they are in real discomfort which must have a real physical reason. I informed my
PT concerning this reserve and cancelled all of the booked appointments for the following
weeks and asked her NOT to loosen me up on my ideal buttock since I didn’t want the
treatment to confuse my mind. The reserve was suggested by my friend Judy, who got help from
scanning this reserve and healed her TMS. The last little bit of pain and tightness in my right hip
region was totally gone. But if you're in discomfort and you're fortunate to have heard that this
book might help you, purchase it. Many of them are rather more serious than me plus they were
healed. Sarno’s "daily reminders" on page 82 and to resume composing journals every night to
focus or "think" mental and the pain will go away instantly.However, I must say, it does take
TREMENDOUS courage. When my hips provided me the old signals that I used to think that it
was about to get into spasm, I got to ignore it, and walk, bend over, or lift something, and ignore
my fears. I have cautiously documented what aggravates my discomfort and what assists, and
after getting on heavy pain meds for two years I have managed to wean myself off of the pain
meds by limiting activities that "vibrate," or "violently twist," and by not really carrying heaving
weights. I acquired to speak to myself and cope with worries everyday. that’s why I kept injuring
myself easily lift something weighty or slip my feet on ice. During this past a week, I purposely
didn’t perform any strengthening & I informed him that I go through a reserve- HE LITERALLY
LAUGHED AT Me personally! I exercise and stretch religiously, but cautiously. I’m no longer
feeling as a victim but wish my experience can be a blessing to other victims. Not only achieved
it cure my discomfort but it gave me huge insights into my very own psychology that have been
incredibly useful.2. I constantly live in fear.Here is a record during that amazing 1 week. they are
most likely my biggest worries. “What do I really do? Good luck. Sarno’s books to talk about with
people around me. I thank God for Dr.? Even though you are not in pain, it’s good to have the
knowledge that the bond between mind and body as a avoidance and perhaps you can help
other folks by mentioning this publication. In case you are in chronic pain, please read this book
with an open mind. I realized that there are so many people got the same issue as me.
Complexity isn't the measure of something's value. Email address details are. Write it out. Thank
you Dr. Sarno from underneath of my heart!! You are an incredible doctor. I enjoy you for
regaining my wellness, my life, and I admire you for your honesty and courage to problem the

mainstream medical culture. It WAS NOT an immediate fix, but slowly over several months Most
of my discomfort went apart and has STAYED away!Dr. Sarno, you really deserve Nobel
Prize!!!All the best and god bless. BELIEVE THAT FEELING and tell yourself it's okay to feel this.
I come across in beyond belief a doctor would abandon years of western medication and his
own schooling to claim that "positive thinking" can cure back problems. I've slipped discs and
stenosis in both the neck and lower back again. Detailed discussions with professionals and
evaluations of x-rays and MRIs possess pinpointed the problem areas. I had to push myself not
to massage the sore muscle groups, refuse the PT remedies and be patient to ignore it away
itself. My body is doing the healing, not my brain. I’m hopeful and incredibly thankful. I halted
messaging myself and performing any strengthening and stretches that I likely to do during the
past. However, I failed the fight because and I didn’t learn how to deal with recurrence episodes,
so I thought I had not been having TMS. Western medicine has made many advancements and I
intend to benefit from it. Sarno’s publication a decade ago and experienced experienced very
good results. I’m a Pilates Instructor, movement therapist, and therapeutic massage therapist.) I
was quite sure I was having TMS back then. My biggest assistance is HANG WITHIN, the
reserve says it takes 6-8 weeks to completely heal and it has used me much longer than that,
avoid being discouraged if you are still in discomfort after that length of time.. Listen to My
Morning Coat, spend amount of time in nature, log off Twitter and Instagram and all that sound,
pet your dog, think about great things that have happened to you. Enjoying the read Had back
pain since 2007 it went away in 2018 thanks to this book Try this book, I've had all sorts of
treatments PT, chiropractor all sorts of other things but learning about TMS healed my back
discomfort and gave me personally my life back Great read Easy read Life changing information.
This information. None achieved it, save for Dr... is so important. I think about this book to
become a complete waste of time. This reserve has completely changed just how that I work
with my clients. A life-changing book This book, together with the Divided Brain, helped me
rescue myself from chronic sciatic pain that at times was crippling and excruciating. It's a
lifesaver. I am ok.During the following months, I acquired 2 or 3 three times of very moderate
soreness here and there, but they didn’t last and never affected my walking capability. I was
under a lot of stress because his other medical issues plus his eyes medical procedures. Sarno
and would recommend his book and theory to anyone who is in chronic pain. I kept hearing
about this Dr and his groundbreaking idea and help that he provided from Howard Stern. I was
very excited to learn it. From the beginning I felt like he was discussing me and my fear and
hopelessness was comforted and eased. However when I completed the reserve I was left with
“What? “.I could only wish that more doctors and health care providers will read this reserve and
accept this theory to help thousands and thousands of people who suffer from TMS pain yet are
getting treated incorrectly. Sarno’s theory. The pain hasn't stopped and I have no idea how I am
supposed to implement his suggestions. I really believe in him and mind-body connection,
however now what? I was so pleased with myself. Be patient and do not doubt! I am
permanently grateful to Dr Sarno I have found the cause and cure for my horrible hip & I have
read all of Dr. Sarno's books, but I usually go back to this one. I wont consider this abuse any
longer, I deserve to feel great and I choose to feel hopeful..!I start the audio version of this book
and in a few days I am back to normal. A long time ago I had severe shoulder discomfort that
lasted about 24 months, my doctor told me it had been a torn rotator cuff , loaded me up with
discomfort pills and delivered me off to physical therapy. When that didn't function ( it managed
to get worse ) he wished to do surgery. ( I did so not do the surgery.) Then I found Dr. Keep
breathing into it and cry it out, defeat your pillow, whatever you're feeling. Please maintain

teaching others how to take advantage of the healing capabilities God offered to all of us. This
was back 2008! I visited my doctor 6 months after acquiring this publication and he asked me
how my shoulder does. I told him it's totally healed. He was astonished and asked me how?I feel
that We’m gaining back again my confidence and ability to live my life. Both legs had been in
the same size. I get it, most people won't have faith and have confidence in this simple idea.
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